
Plant to Earn



Disclaimer 
This document is intended to serve as a vision, not a specification. Its main aim is to introduce
the GreenFI initiative to prospective investors. This white paper should not be interpreted as a

prospectus or an investment solicitation. It is not meant to be an offering of securities or
soliciting an offer to buy securities in any country.

 Its primary goal is to provide prospective investors and participants with relevant and valuable
information on a plant-to-earn project. It may reference third parties and the industry, but it

has not been written by them and is not covered by any laws or regulations protecting investors.
 . 
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GreenFI



Last Year’s 
NUMBERS &
STATISTICS 74.5% 

2 5.5% 
Coins with real value 

Coins with no real value 

 Despite the Token market's rapid expansion, simplicity, long history as a reliable source of
commerce, and extensive knowledge of the digital currency field, most Tokens could not
offer genuine benefits to society or have a lasting impact on the world. GreenFI is a plant-to-
earn project deployment of an actual world application and visible infrastructure, unlike
many other Tokens used in Metaverse, which have no real value other than the theoretical
value, GreenFI Coin is a flex card that demonstrates how you directly plant trees (assets)
while serving the purpose of earning, preventing global warming, as well as creating assets
for future purpose.

 The complexity for the consumer has grown due to the Token marketplaces, projects, and
platforms' increasing variety and quantity. Most Token systems have reduced this
complexity because of the Token market's exponential expansion.

 This whitepaper provides information on the GreenFI as a plant-to-earn project and
GreenFI coin, as well as their uniqueness for real and valuable earnings while also saving
the world and future generations through developing a solution to global warming. 

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on real and
valuable Cryptocurrency coins throughout
the preceding year. shows that most
tokens/coins are not real and not secured. 



GreenFI Ecosystem

Integrated System to Reduce 
 Global Warming

More also same rewards will be given to the team who all took part in the tree 
plantation. This circle will bring more stability to the ecosystem and the community will 
also bring more stability to the ecosystem and the community will also bring more 
people to join the plant-to-earn system in the cause to make the world better. The 
GreenFI ecosystem will provide the needed representation in cryptocurrency for a 
greener future while reducing global warming. 
With the GreenFI ecosystem, there will be a constant push towards marketing and 
getting more investment in the coin, increasing the community and thus boosting the 
ecosystem of the coin. With the aim of GreenFI becoming the largest social network of 
profitable business for Cryptocurrency/NFT investors while also getting rid of global 
warming, it will be a great opportunity for you to join the GreenFI stable community

The GreenFI Ecosystem is a system that serves as a sustainability method that
regulates and secures the GreenFI plant-to-earn project with the aim to reward
Investors and community members who take part in community management. The
community plans to do marketing and campaigns to bring more investors to the
community, therefore generating more taxes. 

A better knowledge of how the GreenFI makes use of an integrated forestation system 
is necessary for sustainable production intensification and reduction in global warming. 
To address the interconnected challenge of achieving a good environment, 
sustainability, and combating climate change. A key component of creating a GreenFI is
improving the efficiency with which people and natural resources are protected 



Sustainability Model for GreenFI 
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GreenFI Coin 
Having complied with third-party services of decentralized exchanges, DAPPS, and 
also adhering to bep20 standard. GreenFI Coin is a unique decentralized coin aimed at delivering
interoperability among blockchains with a supply of 1000000000. 
GreenFI Coin was created to evolve as a secured coin that will universally use as a 
means of paying valuable rewards to investors with solid, long-lasting rewards over 
time. In which investors buy GreenFI coins as well as join the plant-to-earn community. 





How To Earn

The GreenFI coin will be decentralized, exchangeable, and long lasting. The 
participants will get rewards in BNB from the taxes and airdrops in GreenFI.
They will get 7% back all the taxes collected. More also, NFT collections will be 
launched for the community members in which participants will be able to get 
NFT's as a valuable asset. Also as stated , we will be Launching our GreenFI 
NFT's as well that will be rewarded to the token holders.Rewarding NFT's will be 
again very intersting as the more a community member plants the trees the more 
he will be eligible to get the NFT's and the same will be communicated to all at that 
time.So its very simple to start with Plant Trees-> Showcase to community and Get 
Rewards in BNB's.





Key Benefits 

GreenFI Metaverse 

Why should you Invest? 

• GreenFI Rewards.
• NFT Rewards.
• Reducing Global warming throughGreenFI.
• Green Community build Up.
• BNB rewards.

In order to provide a hyper-realistic, immersive, and interactive
experience, the Metaverse is a shared virtual environment that
combines augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). There will be
a virtual environment in our Metaverse that tracks the development of
your real-world plantation. 

Due to the characteristics and advantages of owning a GreenFI Token
that has already been highlighted, as well as our understanding of the
true worth of trees and the desire of the GreenFI community to advance
the project, it will be incredibly beneficial to possess a GreenFI coin.  

We hope that now that you have fully understood the idea behind this
ground-breaking  usage of the GreenFI to reduce global warming at the
same time generating revenue   while also saving the globe and natural
resources, you have an insight  into the actual potential of this
opportunity



Conclusion 

Making actual and valuable projects like GreenFI in the Crypto world offers 
a more profound and creative way for prospective investors to engage and 
earn special and real value rewards, which is the most crucial aspect of 
Cryptocurrency. 

Having described our organization's mission, vision, and commitment to 
prospective investors, we hope you will be part of our journey to reduce 
global warming. 

*Cex listing: This will be based on the trading volume and liquidity in the
project.
*Roadmap: The roadmap is subject to changes based on the dynamics of the
project
and can be modified as and when needed.
*Rewards: Rewards will be distributed on a first come first serve basis for
the taxes
collected or the community can decide as well which way they like the most.

*The rewarding mechanism will be purely on the tax collection in 
the rewarding wallet, although this is liable to change as needed to 
maintain sustainability of the program. 
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